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USING THE GROWING DISCIPLES INVENTORY (GDI) TO
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NAD Teacher Convention 2012
Presenters: Glynis Bradfield, Bonita Shields, Kathy Beagles

DISCIPLESHIP = CHRISTIAN SPIRITUAL DEVELOPMENT





Discipleship is becoming like Jesus as we walk with him
in the real world. Michael Wilkens
Christian spiritual development is holistic growth toward
maturity in beliefs, attitudes, and relational practices of
Christian spirituality Cloud & Townsend 2001
Holistic lifelong learning as Christ-followers






Integrated faith & learning & life
Redemptive education

Discipleship IS lifelong Christian spiritual development
Thus a growing disciple is a Christian engaged in the
process of lifelong Christian spiritual development, in
turn mentoring or discipling other Christ-followers.

TOGETHER GROWING FRUITFUL DISCIPLES (TGFD) MODEL

Connecting

Ministering

Participating in God’s
mission of revelation,
reconciliation, & restoration.

“Loving God completely,
ourselves correctly,
and others compassionately”

(Boa, 2001)

Learning the truth of God’s
relationship with humanity
through Jesus Christ, the Word.
Intentionally walking “alongside other
disciples in order to encourage, equip,
& challenge one another to grow
toward maturity in Christ” (Ogden, 2003)

Understanding

Equipping

“All Christians are disciples and are called to participate in the
discipleship process, both by receiving instruction and living out their
faith for others to see and imitate” (Samra, 2003)

HOLISTIC CHRISTIAN SPIRITUAL DEVELOPMENT
GD Model
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PERSONAL PROCESSES OF CHRISTIAN DISCIPLESHIP
The processes through which an individual Christian grows in
spiritual maturity and fruit-bearing (John 15:5-8)

UNDERSTANDING

Learning the truth of God’s relationship with humanity through
Jesus Christ, the Word (Matthew 4:4; John 8:31; 14:23)

MINISTERING

Participating in God’s mission of revelation, reconciliation, and
restoration
(Matthew 25:40; 28:19,20; Galatians 5:22-23)

CONNECTING

“Loving God completely, ourselves correctly, and others compassionately”
(Boa, 2001) (Matthew 22:37-38; John 13:35)
“All Christians are disciples and are called to participate in the discipleship process,
Both by receiving instruction and living out their faith for others to see and imitate.”
(Samra, 2003)

EQUIPPING

Intentionally walking “alongside other disciples in order to encourage, equip, and challenge one another in love to grow toward
maturity in Christ” (Ogden, 2003)
(Deuteronomy 6:4-9; Ephesians 4:11-16; 1 Thessalonians 5:11)

COMMUNITY PROCESS OF CHRISTIAN DISCIPLING

The discipleship living within the body of Christ (local church, Christian home,
Christian friends, Christian teachers) that impacts others’ attitude toward and engagement
in the personal processes of maturing as a disciple.

ALIGNED ASSESSMENT

• The Together Growing Fruitful
Disciples framework
encompasses four cyclical
processes of lifelong Christian
spiritual development.
• Each process includes 5 or 6
commitments, listed to the right.
• More specific indicators flesh
out a curriculum that represents
the span (but are not exhaustive)
of outcomes included in each
commitment (shown on next 2
slides)
• While not the only model of
Christian spiritual development,
it simply and holistically provides
a curriculum to align a holistic
assessment of goals variously
worded by Adventist schools
globally.

ASSESS THEN TEACH? TEACH THEN ASSESS?





Clear objectives (curriculum) and ways to measure them (assessment) are like
the bridge ends to which various teaching methods (instruction) can be
anchored, appropriate to the setting or context. Assessment planning should
precede instruction preparation.
Assessing prior learning can effectively guide the teaching-learning experience;
reflecting on assessment after learning will extend learning.
The GDI can be used as a tool for both pre- and post-learning assessments, for
formative and summative purposes.

GDI YOUTH VERSION 1

CURRENT INDIVIDUAL REPORT

• A personal report can be printed
as a single page
• The Equipping section has since
been simplified, removing the
first summary bar graph.
• Links on the left provide an
individual independently
completing the GDI with
prompts as to how to use the
information.
• See suggested uses for
teachers in the next slides

GDI INDIVIDUAL REPORT MEANING
•

•

•

Means of 595 Grade 7-12
student responses are
included in the following
circle and bar graphs,
Individual student
reports, in this format,
exclude all numbers, to
focus on comparing
personal strengths and
growth points (rather
than weaknesses).
Reports inform and
prompt personal
reflection and Christian
spiritual growth planning.

3.382

2.894

3.779

4.427

• Each bar represents one commitment (or objective) in the Growing Fruitful Disciples
Curriculum, organized within the 4 processes (or goals). GDI items drew from more specific
indicators so that each bar graph is a reliable measure based on 3-5 GDI items.
• The 4 processes are reported in the order corresponding to the 4MAT instructional cycle.
Considering each component of holistic Christian spiritual development will assist individuals
and teachers in home, church and school settings planning individual spiritual growth.

3 WAYS TO USE THE GDI IN YOUR SCHOOL
A self-awareness activity encouraged in
individual student discipling relationships
 A class activity in a Bible course
 A key component of a school-wide spiritual
master plan


INDIVIDUAL PLAN

USING THE GDI IN CLASS


Formative assessment






Pre-assessment





teach discipleship
students take GDI, facilitate reflective learning
follow-up in instruction & individual spiritual plan
students take GDI before discipleship teaching
teach discipleship guided by their questions

Cumulative spiritual development reporting




Students take GDI annually & write a reflection paper on their
spiritual journey that year for cumulative high school portfolio,
and for guidance counseling
Students take GDI at school-determined times, to re-assess and
update their personal spiritual growth plan

USING GROUP REPORTS


When students take the GDI entering a group
code, a group report could be used to:
 Adjust

plans for topics covered in a course
 Adjust the length of time allotted to topics
 Influence choices about assignments & service
project selection

USING THE GDI SCHOOL-WIDE










Use school-wide group report to gauge school spiritual climate
 Include report in school evaluation
 Inform spiritual master planning for the year – week of prayer theme, chapel
topics, ministry choices, focus of camp experiences & faculty training
Choose a specific class in which students take the GDI and build a individual
spiritual plan, mentored to build skills in discipling and being discipled through the
rest of their school experience. Build revisiting this plan into small group
accountability or encourage advisors to monitor with advisees.
Evaluate the scope and sequence across all Bible courses. Do they build on a
discipleship model? Is there balanced experiential learning across the curriculum?
Equip students to disciple others. Prepare students for discipleship, which
encompasses evangelism. The In Step with Jesus study guides, Contagious
Adventist, and Reflecting Jesus curriculum, may be helpful tools.
Encourage staff to reflect on their personal spiritual journey by taking the GDI, and
building a spiritual growth plan in a discipling relationship with a fellow teacher or
other mature adult. We get what we are.

RESOURCE SUGGESTION 1


In Step with Jesus New Member Study Guides instepwithjesus.org

RESOURCE SUGGESTION 2


Contagious Adventist pmchurch.tv/transaction.php?category=11

RESOURCE SUGGESTION 3


Reflecting Jesus reflectingjesus.org/curriculum/rj-curriculum

RESOURCES


GDI full versions





GDI short versions





English growingfruitfuldisciples.com/gdishorte.pdf
Spanish growingfruitfuldisciples.com/inventario-es.pdf

TGFD Resources






Online youth & adult versions growingfruitfuldisciples.com/gdi
Paper adult version - email glynisb@andrews.edu to pilot online Fall 2012

Frameworks growingfruitfuldisciples.com/resources-use
Action Plan Ideas growingfruitfuldisciples.com/action-plan
Plans & more growingfruitfuldisciples.com/elinks

Publications





In Step with Jesus New Member Study Guides instepwithjesus.org
Reflecting Jesus reflectingjesus.org/curriculum/rj-curriculum
Contagious Adventist pmchurch.tv/transaction.php?category=11
Ifollow followdiscipleship.org/ & Kids in Discipleship kidsindiscipleship.org

CONTACTS


Glynis Bradfield, GDI research & management





Bonita Shields, TGFD coordinator





Director of Student Services & CIRCLE Director,
Andrews University School of Distance Education
glynisb@andrews.edu
Assistant Director for Discipleship
General Conference
ShieldsB@gc.adventist.org

Kathy Beagles, TGFD team member



Assistant Professor, Dept of Discipleship & Religious
Education, Adventist Theological Seminary, AU
beaglesk@andrews.edu

APPENDIX


The following slides provide an overview of the
research base for the GDI
 Research

summary
 Conceptual framework & literature review
 Methodology
 Key Results
 Recommendations
 Publications

RESEARCH SUMMARY
Finding no assessment of the holistic goals for Christian spiritual
development in the context of private Protestant Christian schools, the
online Growing Disciples Inventory (GDI) was developed and validated
using a mixed methods approach to educational design research. To assess
the 21 factors within the 4 Growing Disciples curriculum processes, the GDI
was constructed through iterative cycles of expert review and usability
testing to a final 100-item online format, with instantly generated
individual two-level graph reports. Responses from 595 students in Grades
7-12 attending Seventh-day Adventist schools on 3 continents established
high reliability and moderate construct validity, confirmatory factor
analysis and structural equation modeling (SEM). Analysis of emerging
themes in learner open-ended responses on the 10-item exit survey, along
with teacher interviews after student participation, corroborated
quantitative findings, triangulating evidence for learner engagement and
the positive potential for the GDI’s use to facilitate Christian spiritual
development using emerging technologies.

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
•

•

•

•

Literature from the diverse fields of curriculum and assessment, youth
development, and Christian education in faith-based schools, informed
the framework developed for this study.
Recent research on religiosity and spirituality, and Christian spiritual
development in particular, honed the conceptual framework situated
within Adventist Christian education.
The Growing Disciples 4-process model and theological foundations for
the curriculum framework structured item- and scale-construction
Studies on online assessment, usability testing, and validation theory,
guided iterative cycles of research and development, and the analysis of
data for evidence of validity.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Phase 1: Development
Phase 2: Validation

Research Questions

Educational Design Research: Mixed Methods

1. Alignment
To what extent are inventory items aligned to
the Growing Disciples curriculum?
i.e. Does content/curricular evidence support
the GDI’s validity?

5+14 expert reviews of how well items measure
framework commitments & processes

2. Design
To what extent:
● is the online format intuitive?
● are items clearly worded?
● is length appropriate?
● is the report self explanatory?
3. Validity
To what extent:
● does internal consistency evidence
support reliability?
● does construct-related evidence support
the GDI’s validity?
4. Consequential evidence
● To what extent are results consistent
across grades, gender, and country?
● What are the value implications of GDI
use, based on preliminary feedback?

QUAN: agreement scale
QUAL: email dialogue, suggested rewordings & new
items
9+7 pilot studies using think-aloud protocol to
improve GDI items
QUAN/QUAL: data from thought process comments &
research observations during piloting with learners
QUAN/QUAL: educator interview & learner exit
survey data
4 constructs with 5 scales each, minimum of 410
exceeded with 595 students & 9 educator
participating in validation
QUAN:
● Item analysis: internal consistency
● SEM: Confirmatory factor analysis
QUAL: teacher exit interviews analysed
Examine relationship by demographic characteristics:
QUAN: SEM and COR analysis of USA vs. international
student responses, differences by grade level and
gender
QUAL: educator and learner perceptions of utility
analysed by country

KEY RESEARCH FINDINGS
•

•

•

Cronbach’s α’s of .857 (Connecting), .917 (Understanding), .855
(Ministering) and .943 (Equipping) provided strong evidence
for reliability, considering the 4 GD model processes (latent
variables or factors) including 5 (6 for Equipping) subconstructs
with 3+ items each
Moderate construct validity evident through SEM CFA model fit
of Χ2(164, N=595) = 606.032, p= .000; CFI = .952; RMSEA = .067
indicated adequate alignment of model and assessment.
Rich qualitative student and teacher data organized by
emerging themes, corroborated quantitative results, and
provided preliminary positive value implications through the
exit survey feedback from students and teachers observing
students completing the GDI and reflecting on their instantlygenerated, password-protected, online report.

RECOMMENDATIONS COMPLETED 2011
•

•

•

Adjust wording on the understanding agreement
scale, transform negative items to positive to reduce
inconsistencies and shorten 100- to 84-item online
youth version, based on internal consistency
coefficients and SEM results.
Increase number of items displayed per page, listing
scale options as table columns, to reduce number of
clicks and page loading time for slow internet
connections
Add individual and group account management
tools for free access online

RECOMMENDATIONS IN PROCESS
•

•

•

Develop and validate adult (online Sept 2012)
and child online versions (2013)
Work with translators and experts to test and
launch other language versions
Create a full 84-item paper version with selfscoring tools, and a guide for teachers
•
•

ready September 2012
email glynisb@andrews.edu if your school can help

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE
•
•

•

•

•

Test with a larger international sample to confirm
generalizability
Investigate the Growing Disciples model components with data
spanning adult years using structural equation models further,
particularly in the Equipping and Understanding processes
Add group report options including aggregated responses for
each item, and a summary report of scales reflecting
understanding of Adventist beliefs
Longitudinal data analysis of Christian spiritual development
using data from individuals taking the GDI multiple times
CAN YOUR SCHOOL OR CHURCH HELP? Email
glynisb@andrews.edu if you would be willing to participate in
further studies with your school, college or church.

PUBLICATIONS & PRESENTATIONS
•

•

•

•

•

Bradfield, G. (2011). The development and validation of the Growing Disciples
Inventory (GDI) as a curriculum-aligned self-assessment for Christian education.
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growingfruitfuldisciples.com/gdi launched Oct 2011 as part of the General
Conference of Seventh-day Adventists’ Growing Fruitful Disciples resource website
Bradfield, G., Thayer, J.O. (Spring 2011). Creating Discipleship Tools: Growing
Disciples Inventory and New Believer Sabbath School Lessons. SDATS Symposium,
Andrews University
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